AD 13TH ERA (601 – 650 AD): 13TH SIGN AQUILA “EAGLE RISES HIGH: EATS BLOOD”

**STAR PROPHECY**

Stars in unclean eagle AQUILA: (decan Capricorn)

- In the head: **Al Tair** ‘The Wounding’
- In the beak: **Al Shain** ‘The Bright’ (i.e. color red)

The brilliant star **Al Tair** in the head (top left) is headed upward to heaven. The picture is an eagle that is rising up to the heavens but is about to be wounded at the tip of the wing.

AQUILA is located in the “Land” portion of the sky: AQUILA is a people who have faith in God: these people are eating [as in the beak] the (bright) blood (of her Messiah). **The eagle is strong so long as she eats blood**: of her prey & of her own.

The arrow of God’s judgment Sagitta is headed directly for the right wing (in the diagram). The right wing-tip just touches the star rich Milky Way. There is a hint here of worship of angels. This is likely the reason the arrow has been sent.

We expect soon (but not yet) the Eagle will be crippled in the wing, unable to fly, and fall down below the ecliptic to the “Sea” portion of the sky.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

- 605 AD Ka’ba renovation: black stone replaced
- 610 AD Revelations of Mohammed in Cave Hira
- 615 AD Umar converts
- 622 AD Hirja Migration Medina: 1st Islamic State
- 630 AD Conquest of Mecca
- 631 AD Tribe of Thagif converts
- 632 AD Caliph Mohammed dies
- 633 AD Wars in Bahrain, Yemen, Oman
- 634 AD Wars in Damascus: Caliph Abu Bakr dies
- 641 AD Conquest of Alexandria, Egypt
- 643 AD Conquest of Azarbaijan
- 644 AD Conquest of Iran: Caliph Umar dies
- 646 AD Conquest of Cyprus
- 648 AD First battle with Byzantines